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Learn Spanish in a Week: The Beginners Course to Becoming a Fluent Speaker, the Fun Way is a

language-learning audio course unlike any other course you have done. Level one provides you

with a strong and solid grammar base while giving you a taste of what real interactions and

conversations are like amongst Spanish natives. Combining light-hearted banter, practical

examples, and authentic dialogues, with music and cultural references and a dash of mystery and

thrill, the Audio Immersion Guide, a futuristic android with humanoid aspirations, and his human

friends will take you on a dive where you won't need to hold your breath. From identifying the

sounds of the Spanish language, just like a native baby would do, to the moment where you would

be equipped to visit the country for the first time, the pace and complexity of the course is tailored to

the natural learning capacity of any adult in listening to a new language for the first time. Along the

way, you'll also encounter discussions about Spanish idiosyncrasies, which will provide you with a

great insight into the culture. The pedagogy strategy on which the course has been based upon

stresses the importance of humor and music as educational allies, especially when there are

memory exercises to execute, such as is the case in learning grammar rules, which, by the way, are

the cornerstone of the Spanish language. So, don't miss out on the chance to truly learn Spanish,

once and for all, the fun way, and in less than a week.
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Great Spanish lessons! I was asked to do a test and review of this program and to give my honest

opinion of the results. Having spent some time in Peurto Rico I actually know a little Spanish, so I



can happily tell you that this program does a good job of breaking down the lessons into quick and

easy to understand pieces. I am quite happy with this program and will probably use it to teach my

daughter Spanish once she can read proficiently.

I am trying to learn Spanish for several reasons.One of them being that I like to go to Mexico on

vacation and although a lot of them can speak English if you go into where the locals live it is hard

to communicate.This book is broke down into several chapters.It starts out teaching you the

alphabet and then single words.The book is really easy to understand and although I now know

several words and can speak in 2 or 3 word sentences I still need to study more so that I can talk

spanish completely.It is written very good and uses what you have already learned in English as a

way to help pronounce Spanish words.I believe if I study longer I will be able to get it down.You start

out with a word.. then some small sentences and then progresses.I love the way it has quizzes so

that you can see how much you are learning.It is a little harder when you cannot hear someone say

the words but they spell them out in a way that is easy to understand.I receive this in exchange for

my honest and unbiased review.

It is a fun little introduction to Spanish. I have lived in many places where the Spanish language was

spoken often and fluently. This book would have been handy to have and at least know some of

what was being said. I was given to opportunity to try this book and offer my opinion and

observations. This book offers a crash course for everyone--focus on the root of the language and

builds up. The only glitches I've seen are with the blending of words, spacing and that is definitely

important for a book teaching a different language--thus the 4 stars. I was able to adapt as I have

studied foreign languages before and have picked up some Spanish from living in southern

California and visiting Mexico. I do love how they start with the very basics--the alphabet and offer

examples for pronunciation. It then moves on to verbs, pronouns, etc. And after each lesson there is

a small quiz to review your comprehension. Overall a good book to broaden your introduction to

Spanish.

I've been wanting to start learning Spanish, so I was very excited to try this book. It helps you with

the basics and provides the general understanding of the book and the 'taste' of the language. It

has cute illustrations and a very easy way to explain you things. I believe that this book gave me a

jump start to learning Spanish. I am looking forward to becoming more proficient in it for more work.

I got a sample of this book for testing and reviewing purposes and I highly recommend it to all



beginner level Spanish learners.

I took Spanish when I was in high school many moons ago. It was one of my favorite subjects. I

didn't keep up with it so I forgot most of what I learned in school. I was glad that this book was pretty

much a refresher course for me. It is very easy to learn thanks to this book. I would highly

recommend it to anyone that is wanting to learn Spanish. This makes it easy and fun to learn!*As A

blogger, I am provided products by companies in exchange for my honest feedback, just as Juan

Garcia has here with this book*

I think this is a great book for beginners. I homeschool my kids and this is perfect for the older ones.

I love that it teaches the pronunciation of the letters, the gender roles, past, present, and future,

numbers, months, and so much more. The quizzes at the end of each chapter are great and help

you bro learn your strengths and weaknesses. You are able to see what you need to review again,

and and can easily read this book over and over again. I'm happy I was able to read this in

exchange for my review.

I work in an office where we have several Spanish speaking people daily. It has become quite an

issue to explain directions and such....until now. The learn to speak Spanish in a week is so simple

and easy to use that you will actually learn basic Spanish quickly!!! Traveling to a Spanish speaking

area? Work in an office or call center? Just want to learn another language? if you answered yes to

any of these then you should give this a try! I received this product free in exchange for an honest

and unbiased review

I am a 52 year old woman that has always wanted to learn Spanish.When I was offered a chance to

get a discount in exchange for my opinion I ordered right away.I must say that this book makes it

incredibly easy to not just learn the Spanish language but to understand the differences in between

English and Spanish.I gave this book a five star rate because I feel it earned it.With a little practice I

will be speaking Spanish next summer when I go to Mexico.
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